The purpose of the Field Inspection Checklist is to ensure the team is prepared for participating in a Remote Skills Tournament. Inspection confirms all elements of the team’s field (field elements, game pieces and robot) are set up in the correct starting positions and the field is viewable throughout the matches. If a team does not pass a field inspection item, the Head Referee or EP can work with the team prior or during the event to assist with compliance. *Ultimately, it is the team’s responsibility to meet the criteria prior to each match in a timely manner.*

### Inspection Item

| ☐ Camera which allows for viewing of Driver(s), Robot, Controller, and the entire field (field perimeter and game/field elements). | System Requirement |
| ☐ Sufficient and consistent lighting for viewing the field, robot and game elements. | System Requirement |

**Webcam is:**

(See Figure below)

- Secured during the match (not handheld)
- At an elevated height (~5’ above height of field)
- Facing the field from the audience side (side opposite the robot starting positions)
- At the center of the field with an unobstructed view of the scoring goals and Drive Team

- Team demonstrates proper field setup and starting position. (See below)

- Webcam or second camera can move around the field so that it can verify standard Head Referee checks before and after the Match.

- Timer display showing the match time is on video during the entire match.

*Field passes inspection when all check boxes are complete*

---

**Final Inspection** *(Circle when passed)*  **Pass**

☐ Team verbally agrees to maintain the field inspection requirements for the duration of the Remote Skills Tournament.

**Inspector Signature:** ___________________________  **Date:** ___________